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CHATTEE XIX.
TAXES TJNDEE THE POWER OP POLICE.
There are
Difference between taxation and regulation.
under
the
some cases in which levies are made and collected
designation of taxes, or under some name employed in
revenue laws, to indicate a particular class of taxes, where the
imposition of the burden may fairly be referred to some other
general

is,

authority than to that branch of the sovereign power of the
state under which the public revenues are apportioned and collected.
The reason
that the imposition has not for its object
but looks rather to the regulation of relative rights, privileges and duties, as between individuals, to the
conservation of order in the political society, to the encouragement of industry, and the discouragement of pernicious employments.'
would seem proper to
Legislation for these purposes,

it

the raising of revenue,

is

look upon

in the exercise of that authority which
inherent in every sovereignty, to make all such rules and regu-

lations

as being made

as are

needful to secure and preserve

the public

order,

individual in the enjoyment of his own
rights and privileges by requiring the observance of rules of
and

to protect each

manifestation of the sovereign authority

is

order, fairness and good neighborhood, by all around him.

This

usually spoken of

as

demand of money,

power, and one made under the power to tax,
as

of substance.

The proceedings may be the same in

is

the two cases, though the purpose
one

made for regulation

under the police
not so much one

The
essentially different.
and the other for revenue.
If, thereis

of form

is

The distinction between

a

the police power.

it

is

evident in any particular instance, there can
in
to the
be no difficulty
classifying the case and referring

fore, the purpose

is

:

'

Mr. Walker, in his Science ofWealtli, adds this to Adam Smith's four car.
dinal rules of taxation " V. The heaviest taxes should be imposed on those
commodities the consumption of which
especially prejudicial to the interests
of the people."
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But in what has been said regarding the apporproper power.
tionment of taxes, it has been seen that other considerations than
those which regard

the production of a revenue are admissible,

and that regulation may be kept in view when revenue is the
main and primary purpose.
The right of any sovereignty to
look beyond the immediate purpose to the general effect, neither
is nor can be disputed ; the government has general authority to
raise a revenue and to choose the methods of doing so ; it has also
general authority in the regulation of relative rights, privileges
and duties ; and there is no rule of reason, policy or government
which

can require

the legislature, when making laws with the

in view, to exclude carefully from its attention the
Nevertheless, cases of this nature are to be regarded as

one object
other.

cases of taxation.

Revenue is the primary purpose, and the regulation results from the methods of apportionment that are resorted
to in obtaining the revenue.
Only those cases, where regulation
is the primary purpose, can be specially referred to the police
power.

Custom has much to do in determining whether certain classes
of exactions are to be regarded as taxes or as duties imposed for
regulation. If by the common understanding and general custom
of the country, a particular duty is regarded as being imposed
upon certain individuals, not as their proportionate share in the
burdens of government, but because of some special relation to
property peculiarly located, or to business peculiarly troublesome
or dangerous, so that a requirement that the duty shall be performed by such individuals is usually regarded as only in the
nature of regulation of relative obligations and duties through
the neighborhood or the municipality, there is no sufficient reason

why this may not be considered

police regulation, though
the proceedings assume the form of taxation, and are even designated by that name. The summoning of the people once a year
a mere

to put the highways of their neighborhood in order, has sometimes been looked upon as a case of this description ; to some
extent, at least, in the nature of a police regulation,* notwithstandino- that, on a failure to obey the summons, the value of the
State v. Halifax, 4 Dev. Law, 345; Sawyer v. Alton, 3 Scam., 127, 130;
Pleasant «. Kost, 290 111., 49; Overseers of Amenia v. Stamford, 6 Johns,, 92;
1 See

Draining Company

Case,

11

La. An.,

388, 873.
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A

public purpose, such as is usually accomplished by an expenditure of public moneys, is indeed
bad in view in such a case ; but the custom of requiring highway
labor seems to have come down to us from a period when regular
taxes were unknown or only collected in kind, and when it was
labor is collected in money.

neighborhood duty to keep the roads in order,
as it was to prevent riots and arrest criminals, or make compenA like practice, based upon a similar
sation for their offenses.

looked upon

as a

idea, has prevailed

in other countries.

The cases of assessments for the conSidewalk assessments.
struction of walks by. the side of the streets, in cities and other
populous places, are more distinctly referable to the power of poThese foot walks are not only required, as a rule, to be put
lice.
and kept in proper condition for use by the adjacent proprietors,
but it is quite customary to confer by the municipal charters full
authority upon the municipalities, to order the walks of a kind
and quality by them prescribed, to be constructed by the owners
of adjacent lots at their own expense, within a time limited by
the order for the purpose, and that in case of their failure so to
construct them, it shall be done by the public authorities, and the
from such owners, or made a lien upon their propWhen this is done the duty must be looked upon as being
erty.
enjoined as a regulation of police, made because of the peculiar

cost collected

have in the walks, and because their situa-

interest such owners
tion gives

them peculiar

promptness

and convenience,

state, and of afterwards
use.

fitness

and

ability for performing, with

the duty of putting them in proper

keeping them in

a

condition suitable for

Upon these grounds the authority to establish such regula-

tions has frequently been supported.'
' The leading case is that

of Goclard, Petitioner, 16 Picli., 504, 509, in which
speaking of a by-law imposing such an assessment, answers the
and explains its nature as follows:
principal objections to
" Another, and perhaps the most important objection is, that the by-law
tax or duty upon the citizens, and
one imposing
violation of the con-

J.,

a

is

a

it

is

it,

Shaw, Ch.

a

is,

a

it

is

is

in this, that
partial, and unequal, and contravenes that fundaof
our
social
system, that all burdens and taxes laid on the
maxim
mental
shall
be equal.
But tlie court are all of the opinion
people for the public good
is
not obnoxious to this objection.
that the by-law in question
" It
not speaking strictly to characterize this city ordinance as
law levying tax, the direct or principal object of which
the raising of revenue.
stitution
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Sewer assessments.
to

a

There seems to be no legal impediment
requirement under the police power that lot owners in cities

It

imposes a duly upon a large clabs of persons, the performance of whicli
requires some labor and expense, and therefore indirectly operates as a law
creating a burden; but we think it is rather to be regarded as a police regula-

tion, requiring

a

it

it,

a duty to be performed, highly salutary and advantageous
to the citizens of a populous and closely built city, and which is imposed
upon them because they are so situated as that they can most promptly and
numerous
and
is laid, not upon a few, but upon
conveniently perform
class, all those who are so situated, and equally upon all who are within the

a

it

singles
description composing the class. It is said to be unequal, because
particular class of citizens, to wit, the owners and occupiers of real estate,

out

If

and imposes the duty exclusively upon them.
this were an arbitrary seleca class of citizens, without reference to their peculiar litness and ability
to perform the dutj^, the objection would have great weight; as for instance,
if the expense of clearing the streets of snow were imposed upon the mechan-

tion of

ics, or merchants, or any other distinct class cf citizens, between whose convenience and accommodation, and the labor to be done, there is no natural
a

a

is

But suppose there
class of citizens who will themselves comi-elation.
benefit from the performance of some public dutj"^, we can see
monly derive
no inequality in requiring that all those who will derive such benefit, shall
a

it

a

is

is

it

a

it,

it,

is

it,

is

is

it

it

it,

a

it,

a

I

a

a

a

t

a

a

by-law should
by a general and equal law be required to do it. Suppose
coach or
cart, ruck or other team, or
require every inhabitant who keeps
other carriage, to turn out himself, or send man, with one or more horses,
after
heavy fall of snow, to assist in leveling it. Although other citizens
benefit, yet as these derive some peculiar benefit, accompanied
would derive
can at present perceive no valid objection to
with the ability,
by-law reon the gi-onnd of inequality. Supposing
general regulation, that
quiring
at certain seasons of the year, every ishopkeeper should sprinkle the sidewalk in front of his own shop, or sweep
inasmuch as he has a peculiar
benefit, and as the duty is equal upon all who come within the description,
seems to us to be equal, in the sense in which the law requires all such burappears to us that the case before us
dens to be equal. And
similar.
part of the public street, and the public have an
Although the sidewalk
easement in
often the owner of the fee, and
yet the adjacent occupant
some
jieculiar interest in
and benefit from
distinct from
generally has
that which he enjoys in common with the rest of the community.
He has
this interest and benefit, often in accommodating his cellar door and steps,
To
passage for fuel, and the passage to and from his own house to the street.
denominated his sidewalk.
Tor his own acsome purposes, therefore,
commodation, he would have an interest in clearing the snow from his own
door. The owners and occupiers of house lots and other real estate, therefore,
have an interest in the performance of this duty, peculiar and somewhat distinct from that of the rest of the community.
Besides, from their situation,
they have power and ability to perform this duty, with the promptness which
divided, distributed
the benefit of the community requires; and the duty
number, that
can be done promptly and
and apportioned upon so large
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and villages shall be at the expense of constructing that portion
It is
of the public sewer in front of their respective premises.
effectually, and without imposing a very severe burden upon any one. Supposing a bj'-law should require, what is often done, in practice, that upon an
alarm of fire in the night, all householders, on streets leading to and near the
Or that all
fire, should exhibit a light. This would seem to be reasonable.
the owners or occupiers of dwelling houses, having a well and pump, should
keep them in repair at their own expense, to be used in case of fire. It would
operate partially, but it seems to us not unequal, in the sense in which we are
using that term. The city might keep persons ready in every street to light
torches and flambeaux in case of fire, and the expense to be paid from the
treasury; still it appears to me, that as householders would derive a benefit
from the operation of this general regulation, as their local situation puts it
peculiarly within their power and ability to perform it without great expense,
and as it is equal in its terms, it would not be obnoxious to the charge of
being invalid for partiality and inequality.
" In all these cases the answer to the objection of partiality and inequality

a

is

it

a

it

it
is

is

:

8

4

,

7

I.,

is, that the duty required is a duty upon the person in respect to the property
which he holds, occupies and enjoys, under the protection and benefit of
the laws ; that it operates on each and all in their turns, as they become owners and occupiers of such estates, and it ceases to be required of them, when
they cease to be such holders and occupiers of the estate, in respect to which
the duty is required.
In this respect it is like a land tax, or house tax, it does
not bear upon all citizens alike, but it is not on that account unequal or partial, in the sense contemplated by the declaration of rights, requiring all
taxes and burdens to be equal and impartial."
The following cases support
the same view. Lowell v. Hadley, 8 Met., 180; Paxson v. Sweet, 13 N. J.,
19G; Washington «. Nashville, 1 Swan, 177; Whyte v. Nashville, 3 id., 304;
Franklin v. j\Iayberry, 6 Humph., 368 ; Bonsall v. Lebanon, 19 Ohio, 418 ; Deblois V. Barker, 4 R.
445; O'Learya. Sloo,
La. An., 25; Hart «. Brooklyn,
86 Barb 220: Buflalo City Cemetery Co., v. Bufialo, 46 N. Y., 503; Greensburg V. Young, 53 Penn. St., 280; Hydes v. Joyes,
Bush, 464. Aud see Hudler V. Golden, 36 N. Y., 446 Woodbridge v. Detroit,
Mich., 374, 309, per
Christiancy, J. The case of Ottowa v. Spencer, 40 111., 211, 217,
contra. In
held that the assessment for an improvement on the adNew Jersey, where
joining land owners, must not exceed the actual benefit conferred by such imis also held that the whole expense of
provement,
sidewalk may be
assessed upon the lot in front of which
constructed, regardless of absolute benefits. Tan Tassel v. Jersey City, 14 Am. L. Reg. (N. S.), 258. In
Twycross v. Fitchburg R. R. Co., 10 Gray, 293, 295, lessee's covenant to pay
".all taxes or duties," levied or to be levied on the premises during the term
was held not to apply to an assessment for paving the sidewalk in front; that

Challiss,

no objection

to

a

J. It

v.

is

Per Thomas,
Parker

not graded.

9

street

is

a

permanently command."

tax that

it

a

is

a

tax or duty levied or to be levied on the premises demised. " It
is
permanent improvement of the estate, the benefit of which
to be found
in the increased value of the estate, and in the increased rent which
would
not being

sidewalk

Kans., 155; Challiss v.

OH.
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true, that the levies for the purpose of constructing sewers and of

keeping them in repair are commonly spoken of as taxes ; ^ but,
as has been justly remarked, there is as much reason to subject
the owners of land abutting to contribution to their expenditure,
as there is to oblige them to pave the footways

in front of their

grounds, or to keep the same in repair, when the city shall pave
the streets adjoining.
It should be a charge on the land, just as
is the requisition on the owners of land abiitting on the streets to
clear away the snow at their own expense, which has been determined to be a reasonable provision. It is a charge upon real
estate thus situated, and requisite for the comfort and convenience
of all the citizens.

^

By this is not

meant

sewers may not be borne by general tax, as

that the expense of
indeed is often done :

what is meant is only this, that the purpose to be accomplished
is of that peculiar nature that the duty to provide for it seems
intimately associated with the ownei'ship of adjacent property,
means thereof

;

will

and the use facilitated by
and it is therefore within the competency of the

the value of which

be increased

legislature to impose upon the owners of such property the

duty

to make provision for it.
Levee assessments.

Assessments for the construction of em

bankments or levees, to protect from overflow and destruction
Parker, 11 id., 384. Even wlien once graded, the grade may be changed at
the discretion of the municipal authorities, without affording any legal
ground for complaint to the parties affected. Pontiac t>. Carter, Sup. Ct.
Mich. (1875) ; 3 Am. L. Times, — ; 12 Albany L. Jour., p. 88. As a matter of
construction, the following cases are important; In Williams v. Bruce, 5
Conn., 190, it was decided that the building of a railing on the inner side of a
sidewalk could not be compelled under a general authority to require the
sidewalk to be constructed. In Wright v. Briggs, 2 Hill, 77, it was held that
authority to a village council to require adjoining owners to construct sidewalks in front of their premises, would not warrant imposing upon them a
A power in a municipal charter to " regulate
tax for improving the street.
"
sidewalks, does not authorize an assessment for their construcand improve
Fairfield v. Katcliffe, 20 Iowa, 396.
tion.
Philadelphia v. Tryon, 35 Penn.St., 401; Stroud ». Philadelphia, 01 id.,
255; Bostons. Shaw, 1 Met., 130; Hildreth b. Lowell, 11 Gray, 845; Cones.
Hartford, 28 Conn., 363; State v. Jersey City, 29 N. J., 441.
' See

Putnam, J., in Boston v. Shaw, 1 Met., 130, 138. In this case it is decided
that the levy of a sewer rate by the value of estates is void, as it could not be
equal or just.
-
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large tracts of country, are commonly levied on the owners
of iands bordering on or lying near the streams or bodies of
water from which the danger is anticipated, and are generally
looked upon as a species of local tax.^ But if it should be imposed as a duty upon residents or property owners in the neigh-

borhood of such a danger, that they should turn out periodically,
or in emergencies, and give personal attention and labor to the
construction of the necessary defenses against overflow and inundation, it is not perceived that there could be any difficulty in
supporting such a requirement as one of police, or of resting it
upon the same grounds which sustain the regulations in cities, by
which duties are imposed on the occupants of buildings, to take
certain precautions against fires, not for their own benefit exclusively, but for the protection of the public.^

Drainage laws.

Similar considerations apply in the case of
drainage laws, which are enacted in order to relieve swamp?,
marshes and other low lands of the excessive waters which detract
from their value for occupation and cultivation, and perhaps render
them worthless for

use, and are

likely at the same time to diffuse

through the neighborhood a dangerous

nuisance.

If

these may

be drained at the expense of the owner, by special tax, there can
be no doubt of the right of the state to make
them, as

a,

matter of police regulation

to perform the duty at his expense,

;

it his duty to drain

the state coming forward

in case of its not being suit-

ably or expeditiously performed.'
' Crowley

v. Ciopley, 2 La. An., 329.
Sec- Sessions a. Cronklinton, 20 Ohio,
Egyptian Levee Co. i>. Hardin, 27 3Io., 49.5; Yeatman v. Crandall,
11 La. An., 220; Wallace v. Slielton, 14 id., 498; Bishops. Marks, U id., 147;
Richardson v. Morgan, 16 id., 429; McGehee ». Mathis, 21 Ark., 40; Jones

X.

S., 349;

■B.Boston, 104

Mass., 461.

'It

is said by Elmer, J., in State v. Xcwark, 27 X. .J., ia!5, 104, that "laws for
the drainage and embanking of low grounds, and to provide for the expense
for the mere benefit of the proprietors, without reference to the public good,
are to be classed, not

ment

;

' In

under the taxing, but the police power of the governand so ajso the regulation of fences and party walls."

City Ojuncil of Charleston,

12 Rich., 702, 733, the power to reto be constractcd by the owners of the
property adjacent, is plainly referred to the police power.
"From a very
early period sewers and pavements have constituted exceptional subjects in

quire

State v.

sewers^ drains

and sidewallis

referenee to assessments.

Statutes of drains and sewers were known before

CIL
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not to be doubted t'aat other cases which n:av have not
the subject ot ; liicial cor.sideratijn, would iall withia

yet been

but it niight be pres jmptuojs to attempt an eniiii2ierat:on of them, es'jiecially as there can be li:tle o: no occasion for doing so, when the taxing power is commonZv suScient
to meet ali their requirements.
A safer ground will be oceapie'd
thjse
cases, so often the 5ic;e:t of judicial
in the coasiierationoi

the sarce reasons

:

review, in which b-:irden5 in

th^e

shai^e

of license

fee=i

have been

imposed upon business, trades or otciuations.

License fees in general.
1.

For re2~:'ation.

2.

License fees may be imposed:
3. To give monopolies.
Forreveane.
-L

The third rirrose is inadmissible iu any free
government, and has not avowe<iiy been had in view ar any rime
in this conntry. nor in En;:land, since the period imnaeiiatelv treceding the revolarion of 16SS. so fraitfal of arbitrary exactions
For rrohibition.

of every available nature.^
The fonrch pirrose is entirely admissible in the case oi pa.rs~;its or indulgencies which in their
general enect are believed to be more harrafal than beneSeial to
and which, cons-e:inen:ly. the public interest requires
shonld be nnt an end to. A case of this nature is that or heavy

scoiety.

the nme of

Heniy \

ill, when

the general sratntes on the subject were enactIn^ like manner the act of l~&i,
ed, and the mode of assessment prescribed,
provided : :r assessmea is for drains or se-vers and sidewalks. Virions rei^jiis
Among others, it has been plainly
Xka~e Ijeen assiinel for these exceptions.

Tirred that, as a sanitiry rer^ilation, and tinder th; power to abate nuisances,
the corporation mi At require eveiy citizen to drain his own lot, or in case of
neslect, exact
penalty; and so ty the old act r.f 169^ 7 .Stat. 12i. eTtzy in-

i

Charleston was required to mend and raise the sidewalk in front
ci his hotise in the t. -'.-.-. -t and to tiie dimensions therein prescribed, on penco';lected tinder the warrant
alt^- of forfeiting for each house a p>ena;iy to be

habitant

of

. ; a jnstice of the peace. In order the better to carry into effect these objects,
and to do what each individaal mi^ht be ret; ttired to do for himself, the act
r,f 17ii4 authorized the c ruLissioners of streets to constrtict drains and level

atid pave the fO'orvays. etc^ and to assess the prr.prietors of lands and honS'-s
frontins on the street, etc" Ihxnkin, Chancellor, p. 733.
' Taxation for the benefit of Lndividnals is compared to monopolies by
L'y.jzrk. Ch. .!., in Philadelphia Ass-tciaiion, etc. r. Ay'iod. 39 Petin. St.. 67, S2.
The verv heaw liccns e fees exacted from pawnbrokers in Dublin are said to owe
their origin to a paq; ose to give a monopoly of the btisiness to a few favored

Of cotu^ethe weight of such fees rests finally on the
retainers of the court.
make them the pawnbroker's ctistoEiers.
necessities
whose
persoiLs
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When,

onthekeeperj of implements of gaming.^

is the object, the end may generally be
more directly accomplished by legislation which in its terms is
prohibitory, than by the circuitous method of imposing a burden
however,

prohibition

difficult or impossible to

borne

be

;

and the direct method is con-

But it is often found that
sequently the one usually adopted.
the prohibition of an occupation which excites or gratifies the vices
or passions of large numbers of people, is met b^^ a resistance so
steady and powerful

as

to render the law

wholly ineffectual,

when a heavy tax might lessen the evils and

possibly in the end
belief that this might be

make the occupation unprofitable.
A
has
the result,
influenced many persons

to favor a repeal of the
and
the
substitution
therefor of laws for
prohibitory liquor laws,
'^
the regulation and taxation of the traffic.
But it may safely be
1 State V.

Doon, R. M. Cliarlt.,

Tlie

1.

fee

in this

cage was

of

$1,000, and it

it,

was sustained, althougli it was manifestly imposed for the purposes of prohibition, and its payment would not give to the owner of the table the privilege
which was illegal under another statute.
The constituof making use of

§

tion of Arkansas of 1868 provided that " the general assembly shall tax all
privileges, pursuits and occupations that are of no real use to society; all
others shall be exempt."
Art. 10, 17.

a

it

a

a

'

The constitution of Michigan forbids the grant of licenses for the sale of
liquors, and for twenty years statute was in force making the sale, except
for medicinal ormechauical purposes illegal, and all contracts connected with
such
sale void.
The statute did not answer the expectations of those who
was repealed, and
procured its passage, and in 1875
license tax imposed
on the dealers in liquors. The law unquestionably
had both revenue and
it

was contested as unconstitutional.
regulation in view, but
Many objections
were made, but the only one important to our present purpose was considered

a

a

a

a

a

is is

;

it

a

*

*

7.

is

a

in Youngblood t. Sexton, Sup. Ct. Mich., Uct. 1875, and the importance of the
principle involved seems to justify quoting at some length from the opinion:
" The objection which appears to be
principally relied upon is, that tax
on the trafBc in liquors under this law
equivalent to
license of the traiBc,
and. therefore comes directly in cimflictwith that provision of the constitution A-hich declares that 'the legislature shall not pass any act authorizing
the grant of license for the sale of ardent spirits, or other intoxicating
liquors.' Const. Art. IV. sec.
" The popular understanding of the word license
undoubtedly is
permission to do something which, without the license, would not be allowable.
This, we are to suppose, was the sense in which
was made use of in the
also the legal meaning. The object of license, says
but this
constitution
Mr, Justice Manning, to confer right that does not exist without license.
Chilvers v. People, 11 Mich., 43, 49. Within this definition
mere tax upon

CH.
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afErmed that prohibition is seldom the parpose of such burdens,
and that revenue or regulation — one or both — are the purposes
aimed at in the imposition of license

fees.

the traffic cannot be a license of the traffic, unless the tax confers some right
to canyon the traffic wliich otherwise would not have existed. We do not

The very act which imposed tliis tax
repealed the previous law which forbade the traffic and declared it illegal.
The trade then became lawful whether taxed or not; and tliis law in imposing
understand that such is the case here.

the tax did not declare the trade illegal in case the tax was not paid.
So far
as we can perceive, a failure to psty the tax no more renders the trade illegal
than would a lilie failure of a farmer, to pay the tax on his farm, render its

a

it,

cultivation illegal. The state has imposed the tax in each case, and made
such provision as has been deemed needful to insure its payment ; but it has
not seen fit to make the failure to pay a forfeiture of the right to pursue the
calling. If the tax is paid the traffic is lawful, but if not paid the traffic is
equally lawful. There is consequently nothing in the case that appears to be
in the nature of a license. The state has provided for the taxation of a business which was found in existence, and the carrying on of which it no longer
prohibits ; and that is all.
"
But it is urged that by taxing the business the state recognizes its lawful
character, sanctions its existence and jjarticipates in its profits, all of which
is within the real intent of the prohibition of license. The lawfulness of the
business, if by that we understand it is no longer punishable, and is capable
of constituting the basis of contracts, was undoubtedly recognized when tha
prohibitory law was repealed ; but as the illegality of the traffic depended on
the law, so its lawfulness now depends upon its repeal. The tax has nothing
Now it is not claimed, so far as we are aware, that
to do with it whatever.
the
prohibitory law was incompetent; and, if not, mere recogthe repeal of
nition of the lawfulness of the traffic cannot make the tax law or any other
law invalid. It is only the recognition of an existing and a conceded fact;
and the courts could not refuse to recognize it if they would.
"The idea that the state lends its countenance to any particular traffic by
very transparent fallacy. It certainly overlooks
seems to rest upon
taxing
is

it

Taxes are not
or disregards some ideas that must always underlie taxation.
true, to the existence of
favors; they are burdens.
They are necessary,
government; but they are not the less burdens, and are only submitted to be-

an extent that

will

be ruinous to individuals.

It would

it

be

a

;

is

deemed advisable to make careful provision to
cause of the necessity. It
but
is conceded
preclude these burdens becoming needlessly oppressive
by all the authorities that under some circumstances they ma}' be carried to
remarkable

it

is

it,

is

a

is

sanctioned and counthing
proi^osition, under such circumstances, that
tenanced by the government, when this burden, which may prove disastrous,
while on the other hand
frowned upon and conimposed upon
is

is

withheld. It
safe to predict that if such were
demned when the burden
the legal doctrine, any citizen would prefer to be visited with the untaxed
frowns of government rather than with testimonials of approval, which are
represented by the demands of the tax-gatherer.
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A

license is

" It may

a
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privilege granted by the state, usually on pay-

be supposed that some idea

of special protection is involved when

If

the tax upon
being reciprocal.
to
the owner in
any particular thing was the consideration for the thing given
taxation has
in
but the maxim of reciprocity
this might be so
respect to

If

;

it,

a business is taxed ; taxation and protection

;

it

a

it

it

it

protects.
No government ever undertakes to tax all
no such meaning.
would not be on the idea that
government were to levy only poll taxes,
was to protect only the persons of its citizens, leaving their property open to
In this state our taxes are derived mainly from real esrapine and plunder.
been suggested that real estate was entitled to special
has
never
tate
but
relatively
in consequence. In Great Britain, real estate pays
state
political
and
in
the
social
of
the
taxes,
although
insignificant portion
the
fact
United
As
general
is more important than any other property.
States hag not taxed real property, and, tliough during the recent rebellion
taxed most kinds of business for war purposes, the number of subjects taxed

it

a

it

a

consideration

bounties are as much protected as either.

All this

is

;

is

has been several times reduced by legislation since, and may reasonably be
no more
expected to be further reduced hereafter. But the business taxed
protected than the business not taxed and the fisheries which are favored by

only an apportionment
a

is

it

of taxation by the selection of subjects wliioh, under all the circumstances,
person in
"Whether
deemed wise and politic to subject to tlie burden.
the
of
taxables
category
respect to his property or his occupation falls within
immaterial

It

is

is

is

as affecting his claim to jDrotection from the governenough for him that the government has selected for itself its
own subjects for taxation, and prescribed its own rules. It
his liability to
taxation at the will of the government that entitles him to protection, and not

or not,

ment.

;

*

*

is

a

;

a

the circumstance of his being actually taxed and the taxation of thing may
means of expressing
be, and often is, when police purposes are had in view,
taxed.
disapproval instead of approbation of what
" Taxes upon business are usually collected in the form of license fees and

this may possibly have led to the idea that seems
tax implied
license. But there
quarters, that

to have prevailed

in

some

a

a

it

is

a

a

no necessaiy connection
whatever between them. A business may be licensed and yet not taxed, or
And so far is the tax from being necesmay be taxed and yet not licensed.
sarily license, that provision is frequently made by law for the taxation of
is

a

is

carried on tmder
license existing independent of the tax.
business that
" Such
the case where cities under proper legislative authority tax occuOuld v. Richmond,
pations that are carried on under licenses from the state.
23 Grat., 464;
211;

Napier

Wendover

v.

Hodges,

«. Lexington,

15

Texas, 287; Cuthbert v. Conley, 33 Geo.,
B. Monr., 2.58.
The license confers the

31

5

it

any protection whatever,
without undertaking to give
387;
Purvcar
Wall.,
v. Commonwealth,
monwealth,

it

it

a

a

is

it

not perceived why
privilege, but
privilege thus conferred should
much
as any other.
not be taxed as
The federal laws give us illustration of the taxation of illegal traffic. A case in point was that of the taxation of the liquor traflic in the state previous to the repeal of the prohibbusiness in existence, and
taxed
itory law; the federal law found

McGuire v. ComWall, 47.'). What
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ment of a valuable consideration,^ thougli this is not essential.
To constitute a privilege the grant must confer authority to do
something which without the grant would be illegal ; for if what
it,

is to be done under the license is open to every one without
the grant would be merely idle and nugatory, conferring no privi-

This

license.'

is

always the case where that which
was not unlawful at the common law.

is

a

is

;

But the thing to be done may be something lawlege whatever.*
ful in itself, and only prohibited for the "purposes of the license
that
to say, prohibited in order to compel the taking out of

licensed

it

would have prevented the state from taxing the same traffic at the same
time? Is
any more restricted in the selection of subjects of taxation

If

a

it

?

?

is

than the general government
one may tax and at the same time refuse
to protect, may not the other do the same
The only reason suggested for
was the state itself, not the United
negative reply to these questions is, that

it

it

States, that made the business illegal, and
would be inconsistent and absurd
illegal and at the same time tax it. But how the inconsistency

to declare

it

a

is

is

is

it

;

a

is

would appear in one case rather than the other,
not apparent. The illegality was declared by competent authority, and yet the federal government
taxed the trade, at the same time refusing or being unable to protect it. If
protection because of the tax was due to the very thing upon which the tax
was imposed, there would be an inconsistency in taxing
prohibited trade
fall,
but treating taxation, however and wherever
as
the return for the
may
—
benefits
of
for
the
protection to life, liberty, the social
general
government
and family relations, as well as to business and property — which
the only
no inconsistency whatever in
legal and proper idea of taxation, there
not protected one of the measures or standards
thing which
making
ought to
by which to determine how much the party owning or supporting
pay to the government.
and cost by keeping up

If

one puts the government to special inconvenience
a

a

a

is

is

is

prohibited traffic, or maintaining nuisance, the
reason for discriminating in taxation against him; and if the tax is
fact
imposed on the thing which is prohibited or which constitutes the nuisance,
the tax law, instead of being inconsistent with the law declaring the illegalin entire harmony with its general purpose, and sometimes may be even
ity,
Certainly, whatever discriminations are made in taxation
more eflFectual.
ought to be in the direction of making the heaviest burdens fall upon those
practithings which are obnoxious to the public interests, whenever that

43, 49

cartman to take out

Home Ins. Co.

license under

o. Augusta, 50 Geo., -530.

penalty

is

'Bequiring

Mich.,

404.
;

v. People, 11

Rich.,

a

Columbia,

6

Chilvers

v.

a

'

Heise

'

cable."

not void as be-

cannot be said that the ordinance was more than

a

to decide, and

it

a

" The wisdom and
expediency of granting such
ing in restraint of trade.
power to the city were within the legislative power of the state government

proper
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The grant of a license may be 'made by tlie state directly
or it may be made indirectly through one of the municipal corporations of the state.
Of the indirect grant it is to be observed,
that

municipal corporation as such has no inherent power to
grant licenses or exact license fees ; it must derive all its authority
in this regard from the state, and the power must come by direct
a

grant and cannot be taken by implication.

Fees, when a tax.

The terms in which

powered to grant licenses

will

be expected

,

municipality is emto indicate with suf-

a

ficient precision whether the grant is conferred for the purposes of
revenue, or whether, on the other hand, it is given for regulation
It is perhaps impossible to lay down any rule for the
merely.
construction of such grants, that shall be general and at the same
time safe ; but as all delegated powers to tax are to be closely
scanned and strictly construed, it would seem that when a power
is given, the intendment must be that regulation is the
object, unless there is something in the language of the grant, or
in the circumstances under which it is made, indicating with sufto license

ficient certainty that the raising of revenue by means thereof
was contemplated.
If a revenue authority is what seems to be
conferred, the extent of the tax, when not limited by the grant itself, must be understood to be left to the judgment and discretion

of the municipal government, to be determined in the usual mode
in which its legislative authority is exercised ; but the grant of
authority to impose fees for the purposes of revenue would not
warrant their being made so heavy as to be prohibitory, thereby
defeating

the purpose.^

Where the grant is not made for revenue, but for regulation
A fee
merely, a much narrower construction is to be applied.
for the license may still be exacted ; but it must be such a fee
only as will legitimately assist in the regulation ; and it should
not exceed the necessary or probable expense of issuing the license, and of inspecting and regulating the business which

it cov-

regulation of a particular braucli of business, for tlie good order of the city,
and the protection of the persons and property of its citizens and the advancement of its prosperity."
Brooklyn v. Breslin, 57 N. Y., 591, 596, perio«, Com.
>Ux
parte Burnett, 30 Ala., 432; Craig v. Burnett, 33 id., 728; Burlington
Insurance Co., 31 Iowa, 103; Kitson ?;. Ann Arbor, 26 Mich., 335; Mason
Lancaster, 4 Bush, 406 ; Kniper v. Louisville, 7 id., 601.

«.
v.

XIS.j
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it is a reasonable inference that it will do so in unequivocal terms. But the limitation of the license fee to the necessary expenses will still
ers.^

the state intends to give broader authority,

leave a considerable

amount of the

fee

field for the exercise

is to be determined.

of discretion, when the
The fee, of course, must

it cannot be determined with
any accuracy what the cost of regulation is to be : it must therefore be based upon the estimates, with more or less probability
that the result will fail to come anything near a verification of the
calculations.
Moreover, in fixing upon the fee, it is proper and
be prescribed in advance, and when

reasonable

to take into the account, not the expense merely of di-

rect regulation, but all the incidental

consequences

that may be

likely to subject the public to cost in consequence of the business
licensed.
^

In

some cases

the incidental

consequences

the most important, and indeed are what are

are much

principally had in

view when the fee is decided upon.
The regulation of the business of huckster, for instance, could seldom be troublesome or
expensive, but that of the manufacture and sale of intoxicating
drinks could not be measured by anything like the same standard.
The business is one that affects the public interest in many ways,
and leads to many disorders.
It has a powerful tendency to increase pauperism and crime.

It

renders a large force of peace of-

ficers essential, and it adds to the expenses of the courts, and of nearI Freeholders v. Barber, 7 N. J., 64 ; Kip d. Patterson, 26 K. J., 298 ; State v.
Hoboken, 33 id., 280 ; State v. Eoberts, 11 Gill & J., 506 ; Boston v. Schaflfer, 9
Pick., 415 ; Commonwealth v. Stodder, 2 Cush., 5C3 ; Mobile v. Miller, 3 Ala.,
137; Bennett b. Birmingham, 81 Penn. St., 15; Cincinnati «. Bryson, 15 Ohio,
625; Mays v. Cincinnati, 1 Ohio, N. S., 268; Baker v. Cincinnati, 11 id., 534;
Cincinnati Gas Light Co. v. State, 18 id., 243 ; Chilvers v. People, 11 Mich.,
43; Ash ». People, id., 347; Collins u. Louisville, 2 B. Monr., 134; St. Louis
». Boatmans' Ins. & Trust Co.,, 47 Mo., 150 ; State v. Herod, 29 Iowa, 133 ; Burlington V. Insurance Co., 31 id., 102; Ward «. Maryland, 12 Wall., 429; Dillon,
Mun. Corp., § 609. The fact that the license fee is payable into the treasury
of the municipality, provided the fee bo a reasonable one, does not impress it
Frankford, etc. R. R. Co., i). Philadelphia,
with the character of a tax.
58 Penn. St., 119; Johnson D.Philadelphia, 60 id., 445; State B.Herod, 29
Iowa, 123. Upon the question when a license fee imposed on the cars of street
railways is a tax and when not, the followingjcases may be consulted with
profit in connection with the Pennsylvania cases above cited : New York v.
Second Avenue R. R. Co., 32 N. Y., 361 ; Louisville City R. R. Co. «. Louis-

ville,

4 Bush, 478; S.

C,

3

Withrow's Corp.

Cases, 358.
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ly all

civil administration.

It

cannot be questioned,
therefore, if it is to be licensed by the public authorities, that it is
legitimate and proper to take into the account all the probable
consequences, or that the paj'ment to be exacted should be suffibranches of

cient to cover all the incidental expenses to which the public are
likely to be put by means of the business being carried on. And

all reasonable intendments must favor the fairness and justice of
a fee thus fixed ; it will not be held excessive unless it is manifestly something more than a fee for regulation."-

What may

licensed.

be

Upon this subject it would not be

safe to venture upon laying

down any rule whatever, as one of
Where revenue is the purpose, enough has been said
in other parts of the present work to show that there is practically
no limitation whatever.
When the license is for regulation
limitation.

is,

merely, the limitation

is one of discretion and policy, and the
whether the business or occupation
one
is

question presented
rendering special regulation important for any purpose of protection to the public, or to guard individuals against frauds and imEmployments

positions.

the most

necessary and commendable

may sometimes need regulations for one or the other of these purposes, and so may the most dearly prized and most essential of
fundamental rights or privileges.
On this point no illustration
could be more appropriate than that of the marriage

relation.

v.

;

are

not assessed

according

Mich. Sup. Ct., Oct.

1875.

it

is

it

a

5

;

;

is

a

is

a

is

it

it

a

is

v.

is

'

Philadelphia, CO Penn. St., 445 Ash v. People, 11 Mich.,
Ins. Co., 31 Iowa, 102. In Burch v. Savannah, 42 Ueo.,
" The license fee for
596, 598, the follo-sviug remarks are made by McKay, J.
in no proper sense
tax. Its object
not to raise revenue.
retailing liquors
has
for
been
that
this
It
business -was one dangerous to
many years
thought
the public peace and public morals, and ithas been the uniform practice of the
to regulation, require license from some public functioncountry to subject
engaged in, and to punish as
crime the pursuit of -without
ary before
part of the public regulations of the country, and
license. The license
intended rather to prevent the indiscriminate opening of such
the fee
establishments than to raise the revenue by taxation."
And see Thompson v.
State, 15 Ind., 449 Commonwealth v. Byrne, 20 Grat., 165 Straub ii. Gordon,
Bush, 660. An objection to
37 Ark., 625; Falmouth b. "Watson,
license
of
saloon
keepers,
exacted
that
etc.,
fee
unequal and invidious, because
the rest of the community are not required to pay similar fees, has no force.
Duraoh's Appeal, 62 Penn. St., 491. Neither has an objection that those taxed
Johnson
Burlington

See

347;

to the business done.

Youngblood

v. Sexton,

XI2.J
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MaiTiage, between persons of suitable age and discretion, and under proper circumstances, should be esteemed a natural right ;
but what are suitable age and discretion, and what are the circumstances which should allow or forbid

in which it is

it?

There are some cases

manifestly unfit and pernicious as in others it is
In
proper and suitable ; and obviously legislation is essential.
most countries the relation has always been subjected to regulaas

tions more or less stringent, among which has been the requirement of a license.
Such a license has commonly for its purpose
to prevent marriages between persons disqualified by immaturity
or mental infirmity, or against the will of those standing in such
relation to the parties as to render it proper and reasonable that
they should be consulted.

Public amusements may also be forbidden with entire propriety
except when .licensed, inasmuch as everything of that nature has
some tendency to disorder and to increased necessity for police
Perhaps those private amusements in which chance
supervision.^
is one of the elements of interest, and which for that reason may
beget a desire for gaming, and thus lead to disorders, might also
The whole subject
be subjected to regulations of a like nature.
must be one which presents questions of legislative policy, rather
than of strict law.^
Lotteries, where permitted, are usually licensed, and sometimes
the state which grants the permission and receives a fee therefor,
permits its municipalities to exact a license fee also. This it has
an undoubted right to do, unless the privilege was obtained frona
the state on the payment of a bonus, and under legislation which,

in terms or by fair construction, would preclude any municipal
regulations or exactions.'

Games of chance

or hazard of every

' See Seara
«.

Brown,

3 id., 61 ;
*

In

v. "West, 1 Murphy, 891 ; The Germania i>. State, 7 Md., 1 ; Orton
Miss., 426; Mabry «. Tarber, 1 Humph. 94; Hodgos v. Nashville,
Eldridge v. Heneger, 5 Sneed, 257.

85

Stevens

v. State,

2

Ark.,

291,

it was held that the keeper of

a

billiard

table could not be required to pay a fee as for a privilege. But this was put
on the wholly untenable ground that it was unequal, because he was taxed on
the table as property; and it was overruled by Washington v. State, 13 Ark.,
And see Straub v. Gordon, 27 id., 625.
572.

Wend over

v.

Lexington,

15

B. Monr., 258.

Where

one holds a license

from
it,

2

a

a

a

be
the state or county, he cannot, without legislation expressly permitting
condition of doing business
city as
compelled to take out license in
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description, when made lawful at all, are usually made so under
licensed regulations.^
And thousrh a tax is sometimes levied for
revenue upon the keepers of dogs, it is more usual to require the
keeping to be licensed ; the principal object being to have so.Tie
person responsible for every animal of the

kind that is protected

by the law.^
Of the occupations upon which license fees are usually imposed,
the most conspicuous has already been mentioned ; that, namely,
of the manufacture and vending of spirituous an.d malt liquors.^

Few persons dispute the necessity for the regulation by law of
when the legislation has gone to the extent of the
entire prohibition, the judiciary has not deemed itself competent

this business

;

to interfere.^

Illustrations of other occupations which are commonly supposed
to require special regulations, are those of hackmen, draymen,

A license

hawkers, auctioneers, etc'

fee imposed upon

"all

tran-

city limits. Robinson v. Franklin, 1 Humph., 156 ; Hannibal ti.
But where the state law permits
cr where at the time
of granting the county or state license
valid city ordinance required
city
license,
may be exacted. See Napier v. Hodges, 31 Texas, 287; Independence V. Noland, 31 Mo., 394.
See Washington i). State, 13 Ark., 753 Lewellen v. Lockharts, 21 Grat., 570
Hill, 131 State v. Hay, 39 Me., 457 State v. Freeman, 38
Tanner v. Albion,
N. H., 436 Commonwealth v. Colton, Gray, 488.
sSee Carter v. Dow, 16 Wis., 299; Tenney v. Lenz, id., 567; Blair d. Forehand, 100 Mass., 136; Morey v. Brown, 43 N. H., 373; Mitchell v. Williams,
37 Ind., 63.
^In Keller v. State, 11 Md., 535, an act requiring manufacturers of beer to
take out
license for retailing, was objected to as compelling them to pay
more than their fair proportion towards the expense of the government; but
the court say " the system of legislation to which this act belongs may be vindicated on the plainest grounds of public policy." As to the right in general,
see Perdue v. Ellis, 18 Geo., 586 Thomasson v. State, 15 Ind., 449 Aulainer«.
Governor,
Texas, 653 Smith v. Adrian,
Mich., 495 Gardner ?;. People, 20
III., 43; License Cases, How., 504; License Tax Cases, Wall., 473.
Mo., 575.

18

;

;

;

1

5

5

;

1

;

a

;

8

;

;

5

;

'

it

a

a

Guyott,

it,

■within the

o

;

;

;

a

^

It has been held in Illinois that the corporate authorities of towns, when
empowered by their charters to suppress the sale of intoxicating liquors, might
declare the unlicensed selling
nuisance.
Goddard -o. Jacksonville, 15 111.,
588 Byers v. Olney, 16 id., 35
Jacksonville v. Holland, 19 id., 275 Pekin

id., 4C4; Block v. Jacksonville, 36 id., 301. In Texas
fee of $250
retailers of liquors has been sustained as only
of
required
regulation of police, and not tax. Baker ». Panola County, 30 Texas, 86.
a

21

a

a

Smelzil,

'Cincinnati

«.

Bryson,

15

Ohio,

625;

Nightingale's

Case,

11

Pick.,

168;
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a

a

keeping stores

persons

it,

in the town imposing
has been
sustained as
tax in the legispolice regulation, though called
lation which permitted it* The license of street railway cars has
sient

been supported under the police power;' and so has been the licens-

ing of insurance.^

Inspection fees are to be referred to the same

authority, and are not taxes.*

Issuing the license.

This

if

a

is

it

is

usually done by some administrative officer or board under general regulations. It has been
of
entitled to
held in Georgia that one applying for license
But this canhe complies with the statutory conditions.^
right
a

is

;

is

not be universally true.
In some cases the purpose of the legislation
discretion will be allowed
to limit the number and then
to grant or refuse, just as
done in England in the case of appli-

In others the regulations are ofexceedingly stringent. In addition to the payment of

cants for license to sell liquors.
ten made

is

id., 400

Ohio, N.
Buffalo

;

Crawford,

11

S., 550

Adams v. Somerville,

v. "Webster,

10 "W.eud.,

99

Head, 363

;

a

Kent,

3

V.

;

"White

bond for good behaviour
often required, and somesatisfactory showing of good moral character.^
;

times

a

the tax

Brooklyn

v.

State v.

Breslin,

57

K. Y., 591.

Clarkstou

8

R. R. Co.

etc.,

;

60 id., 445

Departments.
v.

Rogers,

State

Philadelphia, 58 Penn.
i>. Herod, 29 Iowa, 123.

i).

Helfenstein,
2

3

Fire

*

=

Frankford,
Philadelphia,

;

6

a

8

Ired., 250. See "Wilmington v. Patterson,
Jones,
■"Wilmington v. Eoby,
Law, 183. A statute forbidding sales by sample in the city of Louisville
without license, was sustained against an objection on constitutional grounds
in Commonwealth v. Smith, Bush, 303 Mork v, Commonwealth, id., 397.

McCord,

St.,

119;

Johnson

b.

16 "Wis., 136.

495.

It

was decided in East St. Louis v.

a

a

license fee required of merchants could not be distender of evidences of indebtedness of the police commissioners,
charged by
though that indebtedness was made receivable for taxes.
"Wider, 46 111., 351, that

«

§

On the general
Corp.,

State

subject of licenses as police regulations see Dillon, Mun.
Cooloy, Const. Lim., 695 to 697.

313 to 318, and cases cited;
D.

Justices,

15 Geo.,

408;

Hill

In

v.

Decatur, 22 id., 203.
a

a

;

a

«

"Whitten v. Milledgeville, 43 Geo., 431, requirement that the applicant
license to sell liquor should produce the recommendation of four of his
requirement not always possible to be comnearest neighbors was sustained

for

a

plied with.
The order of county court to its clerk to issue license to retail spirituous
liquors to an applicant, does not, of itself, authorize the applicant to retail, but
only authorizes the issuance of the license to do so after the applicant has
complied with all the prerequisites of the law. Brown v. State, 27 Texas, 333.
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Recalling licenses.

Under some statutes licenses are permitted to be recalled or revoked for the misbehavior of those who
They
hold them.
This in some cases is a very salutary power.
are subject also,

like all other statutory privileges, to be termina-

ted by changes in the laws

is terminated by

a

;

as

a retailer's license,

law totally prohibiting

Collection of license fees.

for instance,

sales.^

What has already been said re-

garding the collection of taxes, will preclude the necessity for
As
any extended remarks regarding the collection of these fees.
has been remarked, the payment is usually required in advance.

If they

are not paid, and the privilege is nevertheless

exercised, the

or ordinance imposing the fee will determine what the
It
consequence shall be, and what proceedings shall be taken.
statute

has

been

that

decided

a municipal corporation

empowered

to

grant licenses and to impose a fee therefor, may lawfully make the
failure to take out a license and pay the fee subject the offender to
the penalty of fine and imprisonment*

Federal licenses.

The licenses issued by the federal govern-

ment for revenue purposes do not supersede state regulations, and

consequently must be received subject to all
of license fees as the state may have seen fit to
' Oa this subject, see Calder

v.

Kirby,

5

such,

requirements

impose.^

The fed-

Gray, 597; Brimmer v. Boston,

Baker

103

Pick.,
183,194; Brick Presb. Cliurcb v. New York, 5 Cow., 538; Vanderbilt j).
Adams, 7 id., 585 ; People v. Morris, 13 "Wend., 325 ; Board of Excise v. Barrie,
34 N. Y., 657; State t). Holmes, 38 N". H., 235; Hirns. State, 1 Ohio, N. S., 15;
Freleigh v. State, 8 Mo., 606; State v. Sterling, 8 id., 697; Gatzweller v. People,
14111., 142; Phalen c. Virginia, 8 How., 163; Baxter v. Pennsylvania,
10 id.,
416.
Some courts have been inclined to hold that a license, unless for misconduct, carmol be revoked except on a return of the fee. See Adams «. Hackett, 7 Post., 289, 294; State v. Phalen, 8 Harr., 441; Boyd v. State, 46 Ala., 329:
and certainly repayment would generally be equitable.
Mass.,

19 ;

Commonwealth

v. Brennan,

103 id., 70 ;

v. Boston, 13

^See

Cincinnati®. Buckingham, 10 Ohio, 257 ; White v. Kent, 11 Ohio, N. S.,
Vandine, Petitioner, 6 Pick., 187; Nightingale, Petitioner, 11 id., 167;
Slielton c. Mobile, 3 Ala., 540; Chilvers «. People, 11 Mich., 43; Brooklyn s.
Cloves, Lalor, 231 ; Buffalo v. Webster, 10 Wend., 99. Contra, Butler's Appeal,
73 Penn. St., 448.
550;

s

ilcGruire

». Commonwealth,

72; Commonwealth
10

id., 300;

36 111., 301;

-v.

Wall., 387 ; Purvear v. Commonwealth, 5 id.,
6 Allen, 445; Common wealth . i). Holbrook,
Keenan, 11 id., 263; Black ti. Jeffersonville,
Iowa, 83; State v. Stutz, 30 id., 488.
3

Thornily,

Commonwealth

v.

State v. Carney, 30

CH.

_

XIX.]

TAXES UNDEE THE POWER OF POLICE.

415

eral government does not issue licenses under the police power, but
may do so in some cases under the power to regulate commerce,
and in the exercise of other federal powers
to call for no special remark.

;

but such cases seem

